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CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE BULGARIAN AND ROMANIAN FOR CROSS BORDER COOPERATION  

BU.RO.COOP 

Total budget 859.500,00 Euro EU contribution 691.497,62 Euro 

Start date (01/03/09) End date (31/08/10) 

 

1.  Partnership 

Lead Partner Chamber of Commerce and Industry Dobrich 

Lead Partner 
Address 

Dobrich 9300 
3 Bulgaria Str. 
PoBOX: 182 

Contact person Tatyana Gicheva 
tgicheva@cci.dobrich.net 
Phone: 00359 58 601472 

Fax: 00359 58 601434 

Partner 2 Constanta Chamber of Commerce, Industry, Shipping and Agriculture 

 

2. Project Result: (1-2 sentences) 

1. Created favourable environment for an  integrated, alternative, innovative  and economic growth of 
the interested  areas 

2. Created two COMMON CENTERS OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION  
3. Created joint international Consortium into the Economic sector  

 

4. Project Story 

The project begins as both supporting initiative and economic development of the cross -border area of 

Dobrich and Constanta and is directed as to SMEs, operators and authorities as to the citizens. From an 
economic analysis of the interested area is pointed out that during the years there has been an evolution 

which has interested   all the economic sectors and based on this challenge, also in terms of demand, an 
adequate correspondence of the offers is not always showed. The reasons, may be probably, attributed 
to the heavy gaps in the communication, in the scarce marketing  work  and in particular way, in the 

promotion with business criteria which are not updated,  to the realities and environmental recourses 
potentially of huge interest, of which they have a poor knowledge abroad. Based on this it is necessary 

indeed to transfer to the enterprises and the potential entrepreneurs, Bulgarian or Rumanian, those 
contracting models that have been developed to make them competitive in the international market. 

The project has a precise purpose consisting in supplying both - the services and the best competences to 
the local enterprises of the interested areas. It aims to create two common Cooperation Centers, located 

and settled one in Dobrich and the other in Constanta. The Dobrich and Constanta Centers will support 
operators and entrepreneurs in order to make easier the development of economic cross-borders 

activities and to increase the local business as well. The present  project proposal – in order to affect 
more on the economy of the two areas - intends to start up in those strategic areas, some information 

and services' points referred as SERVICE INFO POINTS, aiming to represent in an integrated way, the 
economic resources, the opportunities and the capacities related to the territories; the following front-

offices services organization will satisfy the demands and the communicative aspects with the new 
information technologies and will be at the complete service of each citizen as well. Last but not last of 

all, it is Partners' intention to create a mixed Consortium, Bulgarian - Romanian – public/private that will 
administrate, among the other things, the aforementioned ECONOMIC COOPERATION CENTRES, THE INFO 

POINTS and the related services that will be created during the work of the present project proposal. 
Through a precise marketing, including participations to fairs, events, seminars and theme conferences 

the aim will be mostly to promote as much as possible and in a specific manner both the economic and 
touristy potentialities, together with the cultural and the gastronomic  potentialities of the interested 

areas. Another important aim will consist in administrating a professional training through a precise 
course in order to form a staff which is going to operate afterwards in the most alternative and 

innovative economic way, in order to support the social and economic cross-borders activity.  

 

www.cbcromaniabulgaria.eu 

Investing in your future! 
Romania-Bulgaria Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013 is co-financed by the European Union through the European 

Regional Development Fund 
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Stand at “SAVE THE PLANET” Fair (Bulgaria) Stand at “TINIMTEX” Fair (Romania) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Stand at “DOBRICH FAIR” (Bulgaria) Stand at “PLOVDIV TECHNICAL FAIR (Bulgaria) 

 

 

5. Additional information (if necessary) 
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